WESTACH INSTRUMENTS

2-1/4-INCH DUAL INSTRUMENTS SAVE PANEL SPACE (SUPREME SPACE SAVERS)

Two instruments in one 2-1/4" size case - perfect for the home builder.

All pressure instruments come complete w/ pressure senders only (matched to instrument). On all other instruments, order senders at bottom of page.

**WESTACH SENDER**

EGT

Oil Temp -399°F - 180°F

Press. Sender Only

P/N 3AQ5MM $712.00

**WESTACH COMBO**

QUADCOMBO VTOL/CHT

Oil Press/Oil Temp & Oil

Press. Sender Only

P/N 3AQ5MM $712.00

**OTHER QUAD COMBOS AVAILABLE:**

3AQ1-14.CH/VTOL/EGT/Amps $349.00

3AQ-9KV..............CH/VTOL/OP/Amps/VTOL $494.00

Quad Fuel Gauge W/3AQ $329.00

Over 75 Quad Combos available.

*With Senders

For custom quad gauges, request quotation & exact location of each function as shown in the diagram.

**MEASUREMENT**

EGT

-50° to +50° C.

RPM: 0-5000

AMP: 1000-7000

WT: 100° - 260°F

OT: 40° - 130°C

CT (carb. temp.): -60° to +100°F

Temp: 100° - 260°F

FL: E - 1/2 - F

FP (378 series only): 0-15#, 0-80#

EGT:

100° - 700°F

CHT:

100° - 260°F

POS. #1

POS. #2

POS. #3

POS. #4

For custom quad gauges, request quotation & exact location of each function as shown in the diagram.

**SPACE SAVINGS THE WESTACHIADS**

Four electric instruments in one standard size 3-1/8" aircraft case. Weight - only 6 oz. Guaranteed for accuracy within 2%. 1 year warranty. Get four "like" readings or four different ones. Order Senders below except for pressure instruments.

**QUAD CHT**

P/N 3AQ1...$333.00

**QUAD EGT**

P/N 3AQ2...$319.00

**QUADCOMBO CHT/CHT**

Oil Press/Oil Temp & Oil

Press. Sender Only

P/N 3AQ5MM $712.00

**QUADCOMBO VTOL/CHT**

Oil Press/Oil Temp

Press. Sender Only

P/N 3AQ5MM $712.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice